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Dennis Taylor, the author of two highly regarded studies of Thomas Hardy's poetry, has here embarked upon an analysis of Hardy's literary language in the context of the late Victorian debate concerning the relevance of historical linguistics to our understanding of present usage. Hardy was an active participant in that debate, and his entire career as a writer might well be regarded as a continuing dialogue with the professional linguists of his day. Hardy corresponded with James Murray, editor of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), and many of his linguistic innovations are recorded in that dictionary, which Hardy frequently mined for its motherlode of obsolete, archaic, dialectal, and otherwise exotic words. Indeed, a photograph of Hardy's study circa 1900 shows the first five volumes of the OED prominently displayed, and his annotations in those volumes bear witness to his active engagement in the Victorian practice of philology. Hardy's Literary Language and Victorian Philology explores the various ways in which Hardy's poetry derives from, and responds to, an awareness of the history in words which characterized the study of language in Victorian England.
Hardy left his native Dorchester and emigrated to London in 1862, embarking upon a literary career that coincided with the original publication of the OED (1888-1928). While the OED represents the triumph of historical lexicography in the late Victorian period, Taylor points out that its publication is "one of the great unacknowledged scandals of the synchronic age," since "the principles on which it is organized were supposedly overthrown by the structural insights of synchronic linguistics" (p. 5). The publication of Ferdinand de Saussure's Cours de Linguistique Generale (Paris, 1916) marks the final culmination of a synchronic approach to the study of language that was already well underway during the 1870s, when Alexander Ellis and Henry Sweet established the study of phonetics as a rigorously scientific alternative to the etymological speculations of "antiquarian philology" (p. 370). The fierce controversy between diachronic and synchronic linguistics that raged during Hardy's lifetime raised profound questions about the nature of language that seem especially relevant today, when a renewed interest in historical approaches to literature has troubled the dogmatic complacency of post-Saussurean theorists. Hardy's poetry brings into focus some of the most vital and enduring questions concerning the relation between the historical development and the present structure of language. What is the influence of past language on present thinking? Does the history of a word elucidate its current meaning? Is there any truth in the "etymological fallacy"? Taylor addresses these questions through a meticulous analysis of Hardy's literary language. His first chapter, "Hardy and the 'Dialect' of the Tribe," examines the ways that contemporary reviewers chastised the "awkwardness" of Hardy's poetic diction. Throughout his poetry, Hardy uses words that jar against conventional expectations, and his reviewers often condemned these violations of stylistic decorum. Indeed, one reviewer criticized Hardy's Wessex Poems (1898) for losing "all sense of local and historical perspective in language, seeing all the words of the dictionary on one plane" (p. 42). Hardy cheerfully accepted this description of his poetic language, and it does vividly convey Hardy's actual method of composition, which entailed the ransacking of the OED and various other dictionaries for their most peculiar, outlandish, abstruse, and unfamiliar words. If Hardy's reviewers tended to advocate the prevailing Victorian standards of usage, then his repeated and intentional transgression of these standards may be seen as a deliberate challenge to the established hierarchical mode of linguistic decorum, as exemplified by the novels of Sir Walter Scott, in which any historical or dialectal variations of the literary lexicon were presented as instances of "local color" within a framing perspective of normative educated speech. Taylor describes how Hardy developed a richly idiosyncratic vocabulary composed of socially, geographically, and historically diverse strands of diction, arguing that "Hardy uses the historical dimension of language to undo the synchronic spell of language" (p. 8).
In subsequent chapters, Taylor 
